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WRITING FROM THE HEART:
ANGELIQUE MCGLOTTEN
Learning to pay attention to your inner self
with the 20/20 hindsight of ‘Living Backward’
Angelique McGlotten draws her inspiration from a lifetime spent studying, and living,
the scripture. Born in western Africa, she decided over a decade ago to share her insight
as a teacher and educator and, most recently, as an author.
Where she started:
My formative years were spent in west Africa. I was born in Liberia, where
we lived until I fled with my family (from a coup d’etat) to the U.S. in 1980.
Liberia gave me an idyllic childhood, so many rich memories. We were
able to be outside all day, and our only ‘devices’ were our bikes.
I graduated from the University of Virginia with a concentration in
psychology. A few years after graduating, I married my terrific husband
Kyle, and we had three children. We moved to Virginia in 2001.
In 2003 after a sudden, life-changing turn of events, a spiritual
‘pivot,’ my husband founded The Assignment Ministry.
When she recognized her spiritual transformation:
I felt this sudden calling when we moved here. In 2003 Kyle answered his calling to teach.We sold our house and gave over all our
decisions to God. And I began to investigate what God wanted from
me, too. I knew there was a book, and I wanted to share the word,
share my experiences.
The spirit is in me, it is me. Without God’s spirit, I can do nothing. It’s an unspeakable wonder that God made all out of nothing.
Who are her biggest inﬂuences:
When I gave up what I wanted, I found what I needed.
I oversee the ‘ministry of encouragement’ at our church (in
Warrenton) and I work with a variety of organizations to mentor
adults and young adults alike.
I speak at women’s retreats, women’s groups and conferences
on the Christian faith. My book of poetry, ‘The Weaver’s Thread
was important for me to share.
What drove her to write ‘Living Backward’
(and why this book):
Writing a book is like birthing a baby. It was a long time coming, and by the end, you just want it done!
Everything I’ve accomplished in my life — from growing up in
Africa, a world away from here, from being scared at the civil (unrest) when we got out of there, from moving to a new country, from
the spiritual transformation that called us both to share our experiences through teaching — lends to the message of ‘Living Backward.’
I’m very excited by the message of the book: It’s the story of my
journey, God drawing me to Him.
My goal is to help people understand that time is precious. Once it’s
gone, you can’t get it back. I’d like to create a sense of urgency — we
get caught up in the busy-ness of life and never take the time to actually
live.
‘Living Backward’ shares the power of future-oriented hindsight. Living backward provides us with new perspective on our lives and is a powerful tool creating true joy by fulfilling God’s plan for us.
We need to matter, and when God knocks on our hearts, he beckons us to
open the door to a life of eternal significance.
By way of word pictures, analogies and personal anecdotes, the book (maps)
head-to-heart understanding, helping us internalize key biblical principles so we
can truly experience life-changing power. Only then can we ... weave enduring significance into our lives, and make the most of the precious time we’ve been allotted.
How she views the meaning of life:
It’s pretty simple, really. Things don’t matter. Relationships matter. The life we live is just
a dot on a line that goes on forever; our lives are but a blip on the screen in light of eternity.
Church is not where you go, it’s where you are. God will meet you there.
All we need to be is real, be there for each other. Be authentic as we go through life together.
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